We show the NP-Completeness of two processor scheduling with tasks of execution time 1 or 2 units and unit interprocessor communication latency. We develop a model of scheduling in the presence of communication contention, and show the NP-Completeness of two processor scheduling with unit execution time tasks in our model.
Introduction
We consider scheduling models in which the computation is modelled as a set of tasks which are executed independently, sequentially and non-preemptively at times which are consistent with a partial order speci ed as an acyclic directed graph (dag). We are interested in the case where the tasks are executed on identical processors according to the de nition used by, for example, Graham et al. 1] .
In scheduling models the edges in the dag imply precedence and also, in some sense data ow. If tasks connected by an edge are uniquely executed on di erent processors then it must be assumed that data is communicated between the processors. Traditionally, scheduling models have been formulated whereby this interprocessor communiation is instantaneous. More recently, some authors have introduced models in which interprocessor communication is subject to a delay.
This area was recently reviewed by Veltman et al. 2].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe xed delay scheduling models and we prove the NP completeness of scheduling to 2 processors, in such models where the task execution times are restricted to be in the range 1 or 2 units, and communication delay is 1 unit. In Section 3 we introduce a new scheduling model which incorporates communication contention. In this model the communication medium is treated as a \processor", and communication edges have to be scheduled on that \processor". Finally we show the NP completeness of scheduling to 2 processors in the proposed model, when task execution times are restricted to be 1 unit, and communication delay is 1 unit.
Fixed Delay Models
In this section we consider the complexity of scheduling in a model which has two processors, unit interprocessor communication delay and tasks of execution time 1 or 2.
Some De nitions
First we de ne a schedule of a set of events to a set of resources. In this section events will correspond to tasks and resources to processors. In later sections, events will correspond to tasks and communications, and resources to processors and the communication medium.
De nition 1 Schedule.
Let P be a set of resources and ? be a set of events. A schedule of ? to P is a nite set of 3-tuples fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :x l g where for i = 1; 2; : : :; l, x i = ( i 2 ?; p i 2 P; t i 2 Z + 0 ). The tuple x i indicates that event i is scheduled on resource p i at time t i .
For notational convenience we will often wish to refer only to certain tuples within a schedule, such as those which specify a particular resource. The following notation is used to describe a subset of a schedule.
De nition 2 Matching Subset of Schedule.
Let P be a set of resources and ? be a set of events. Let s be a schedule of ? to P. We use the notation X(s; ? 0 ; P 0 ; T 0 ) as shorthand for f( ; p; t) 2 s : 2 ? 0 ; p 2 P 0 ; t 2 T 0 g; where it is understood that ? 0 ?,P 0 P and T 0 Z + 0 . For the purposes of this section we are intersted in scheduling models which are formulated in the following way.
De nition 3 Fixed Delay Scheduling Model.
An instance of a Fixed Delay scheduling model is a 4-Tuple (P; ; f; ) where P is a set of processors, = (?; ) is a dag such that ? is a set of tasks and is a partial order on the tasks, represented as a set of edges, f : ? ! Z + 1 is a function returning the time that a task requires for execution and is a non-negative integer communication delay.
The time to completion or Makespan of a schedule is de ned in the following way.
De nition 4 Makespan.
Let A = (P; (?; ); f; ) be an instance of Fixed Delay scheduling model. Let s be a schedule for P and ?. We de ne the makespan of s denoted M(s), as the earliest time after which no tuple is being executed in s. First observe that P 2? 0 f( ) = (4k + 1)2n, and since our deadline is (4k + 1)n and we have two processors, any valid schedule is a perfect schedule with a single tuple instancing each task in ? 0 . Next observe that because of the edges 0 1 one processor must be devoted to processing an element of at each time unit if the time limit is to be met, thus the tasks of in the order indicated by the precedence relation 0 1 form the critical path of the computation. Moreover, the same processor must process all elements of since no communication latency can be allowed to occur between the execution of the elements of the critical path if the computation is to nish by the deadline. Without loss of generality let us assume that it is processor p 1 that is computing the tasks in , and therefore we have that in any valid schedule of our instance of Decision Problem 2, for all i 2 , X(s; f i g; P; Z + 0 ) = f( i ; p 1 ; i)g, and for all 6 2 , X(s; f g; P; Z + 0 ) = f( ; p 2 ; t )g.
Next, the proof then follows in a very similar way to the proof described by Ullman 3] , pages 391{392. The tasks in must be executed at very speci c times as shown in Figure 1 . Progressing in time we have an alternation of breaks in which there is one time unit available on processor 2 every other time unit and bands in which 2k consecutive time units are available on processor 2. Since the elements of ? require two time units each, it is clear that they must be executed in the bands only. As there are kn such jobs, they must completely ll the bands, which means that the elements of ? must be executed exclusively during the breaks.
As a consequence, if tasks ; 2 ? are both executed in the same band it is not possible for there to exist an edge ( ; ) in . For if so, by our construction there would exist a task 2 ? such that there exist edges ( ; ) and ( ; ) in 0 , and would have to be executed in that same band, violating what we have just concluded. Thus if our instance of Decision Problem 2 has a solution, we can nd a solution to the original instance of Decision Problem 1 by executing at time unit i exactly those jobs executed in the ith band.
Conversely if we have a solution to the given instance of Decision Problem 1 we can nd a solution of the constructed instance of Decision Problem 2 by executing i in break t and i in band t whenever i is executed at time unit t in the solution to Decision Problem 1.
2 Note that the above proof establishes that the problem remains NP complete even if recomputation is allowed since s 0 is a perfect schedule without recomputation and thus if any valid schedule s included recomputation, M(s ) would exceed n 0 . . Their approach is to perform an initial approximate schedule, to calculate the demands which it puts upon the communication system, modelled as a queuing network, and then to solve the model to give the expected latencies of the various communications. These are fed back into the scheduling model to alter the timings of communication events.
A Scheduling Problem with Communication Contention
In this section we present an alternative model of communication contention in which we consider the interprocessor communication medium as a \processor". We then consider that precedence edges give rise to communication \tasks" that must be scheduled on the interprocessor communication medium. We shall, however, make an important assumption, that the interprocessor communication cannot be bu ered. That is, if a task executed on one processor has an outgoing precedence edge to a task executed on another processor, the rst processor must remain idle following the rst task's execution until a task corresponding to the interprocessor communication is executed by the communication medium.
Intuitively our model corresponds to a communication system with no buffering at the sender, such as Meiko's CS-Tools 8] in synchronous transfer mode with blocking send and non-blocking receive. Note that there are some similarities between our model and the f<; ; =g-constrained scheduling considered by Berger and Cowen 9].
Some More Notation
Below we derive a complexity result for UET tasks in a two processor system with a half-duplex communication link between the processors. First, however, we need to de ne a special scheduling model in which message contention is made explicit. In the reduction that follows, the following two simpli cations apply: First, the same communication medium is used for all computations between a pair of processors, corresponding to a half duplex interprocessor communication link, or a single saturable bus. Second, each task is executed exactly once, and so for each edge there is at most one communication. Thus we are able to use the edge in the task dag to correspond to this communication.
De nition 7 Contentional Model.
Given an instance of a xed delay UCT scheduling model, A = (P; (?; ); f; 1) and an interprocessor communication link we can construct a corresponding instance, say B, of a contentional model. For all 2 ? let f 0 ( ) = f( ). For all 2 let f 0 ( ) = 1. Let B = (P; (?; ); ; f 0 ).
We de ne a contentional schedule for a contentional model as a set of tuples in the following way.
De nition 8 Contentional Schedule.
Let B = (P; (?; ); ; f) be an instance of a contentional model. A contentional schedule for B is a schedule of ? to P f g. We use our X notation as before to indicate a matching subset of a contentional schedule. Our conditions of validity for a contentional schedule are informally stated as follows:
No task is executed on the communication link No edge is executed on a processor. All tasks are executed exactly once. No two entities (edge or task) are executed by the same hardware element at the same time. Every task execution occurs after all its predecessors have terminated, and if they are executed on di erent processors from the one on which it is being executed, after a corresponding edge has been executed on the interconnect. If on a given processor a computation task is executed for which a corresponding outgoing edge is to be executed on the interconnect, then the execution of that edge must succeed the excecution of that task, and the processor must remain idle until the timestep on which that edge is executed.
More formally, we de ne the following.
De nition 9 Valid Contentional Schedule.
Let B = (P; (?; ); ; f), be a contentional model. Let s be a contentional schedule for B. s is valid i the following six conditions all hold. Note that conditions 5 and 6 rely on condition 3 for their de nition.
1. X(s; ?; f g; Z + 0 ) = fg 2. X(s; ; P; Z + 0 ) = fg 3. 8 2 ?,jX(s; f g; P; Z + 0 )j = 1 4. 8( ; p; t) 2 s,X(s ? f( ; p; t)g; ? ; fpg; ft; : ::; t + f( ) ? 1g) = fg 5. for all ( ; p; t) for all ( ; ) such that (X(s; f g; fpg; Z + 0 ) = fg, where we de ne f( ; p 0 ; t 0 )g = (X(s; f g; P?fpg; Z + 0 ), X(s; f( ; )g; f g; ft+f( ); : : :; t 0 ?1g) 6 = fg. 6 . for all (( ; ); ; t) 2 X(s; ; f g; Z + 0 ), de ning f( ; p; t 0 )g = X(s; f g; P; Z + 0 ), t > t 0 and X(s; ?; fpg; ft 0 + f( ); : : :; t ? 1g) = fg.
Note that in order to maintain readability our de nition of validity allows a number of rather pro igate schedules to be valid. That is we do not disallow the repeated scheduling on the interconnect of a single edge, nor the unnnecessary scheduling of an edge between a pair of tasks executed on the same processor. 3 First observe that j? 0 j = 16kn, and since our deadline is 8kn and we have two processors, any valid schedule is a perfect schedule with a single tuple instancing each task in ? 0 . Next note that because of the edges 0 1 one processor must be devoted to processing an element of at each time unit if the time limit is to be met, thus the tasks of in the order indicated by the precedence relation 0 1 form the critical path of the computation. Moreover, the same processor must process all elements of since no communication latency can be allowed to occur between the execution of the elements of the critical path if the computation is to nish by the deadline. Without loss of generality let us assume that it is processor p 1 that is computing the tasks in , and therefore in any valid schedule s of our instance of Decision Problem 3, for all h;i;j 2 , X(s; f h;i;j g; P; Z + 0 ) = f( h;i;j ; p 1 ; t h;i;j )g, where t h;i;j = h + 4i + 8kj. and for all 6 2 , X(s; f g; P; Z + 0 ) = f( ; p 2 ; t )g.
The tasks in must be executed at very speci c times as shown in Figure 2 .
Note that tasks 0;i;j ; i = 0; : : :; 2k ? 1; j = 0; : : :; n ? 1 may, if we only consider the precedence relation between tasks in , be executed in either the time step shown or the subsequent time step. Note that, progressing in time, we have on processor p 2 , an alternation of breaks in which there are k available time slots where it is not possible for a task to communicate in the subsequent step, and bands in which there are k available time slots where it is possible for a task to communicate in the subsequent step. Note that the kn tasks in ? must communicate to task 3;2k?1;n?1 which is scheduled on processor p 1 . Now since we must never have an idle time slot on any processor, the tasks of ? must be executed in the kn available slots in bands, and tasks 0;i;j ; i = k; : : :; 2k ? 1; j = 0; : : :; n ? 1, must be executed at the times shown. This also means the kn tasks in ? must be executed in the kn available slots in breaks.
As a consequence, if tasks ; 2 ? are both executed in the same break it is not possible for there to exist an edge ( ; ) in . For if so, by our construction there would exist a task 2 ? such that there exist edges ( ; ) and ( ; ) in 0 and would have to be executed in that same break, violating what we have just concluded. Thus if our instance of Decision Problem 3 has a solution, we can nd a solution to the original instance of Decision Problem 1 by executing at time unit i exactly those jobs executed in the ith break.
Conversely if we have a solution to the given instance of Decision Problem 1 we can nd a solution of the constructed instance of Decision Problem 3 by executing i in band t and i in break t whenever i is executed at time unit t in the solution to Decision Problem 1.
2 Note that the above proof establishes that the problem remains NP complete even if recomputation is allowed, and even if a single interconnect event is su cient for any number outgoing edges from a task. Note that the reduction no longer works in a case corresponding to non-blocking communication where it is assumed that outgoing communications can be inde nitely bu ered.
